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All moral culture springs solely
and iftinediately from the inner life

of the soul, and can only be stimula-
ted in human nature, and never
produced by external and artificial
contrivances. .

.

Whatevet does net spring from a'man's
free 'choice, or is only the result of
instruction and guidance, does not
enter into his very being, but still
remains alien to his true nature; he
does not .perform it with truly human
energies, 'but merely with mechanical
exactness..

All peaants and craftsmen might be
elevated into artists; that is, men who
love their labor for its own sake,

',improve it by their own pldstic geniops,
and inventive skill, and thereby cultivate
their intellect; epnbble their .character
and exalt and refine.their,pleasurv-
And-so-humanity-would be-ennobled_byjtha.------
very things which now, theugh
in themselves; so often serve to generate
it. )(Wilhelm von Humboldt, The limi!'s
of Ste action, in J. W. Burrol.,
CambOdge studies in ttie history and
theory/of politics. Cambridge: Cambridge

1
University Press,,1569, pp. 76, 63, 27-28.
Quoted by Chomsky.)

Motivation has been a persistent problem in Americal education since

comiulsory education was adopted (Cremin, 1961). Whi e there have always

been children ready and eager to learn, there have Asti been those who were

appArently disinterested, recalcitrant, and unwilling to "apply" themselves

to their studies. Because our approach has been to s4,udy. the orcv.nismandtv

speculate aboutits character, our theories have focused on-how to."motivate"
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)1 the disinterested child. The assumptionsof Behaviorist psychology were

thought to be well suited to this task. The individual of any age, it was

said, is motivated to attain rewards.. Scheduled rewards contingent upod

proper performance, were introduced into educational systems, and the result

has been the token economy, and the current system of offering "grades': for

proper school work.
-

<"

While it is true that adults often,wvk for .rewards (a paycheck, for

example) and it is not unreasonable to suggest that children may be motiyated,

in the same way; this way of teaching has certain dra*wbacks, and we might be

wise to study them in the hops of discqvering other processes that might

be involved, and other means of educating children. A common disadvantage

A extrinsic reward systems, for example, is the eomplainethat they motivateso
; the child more to get the "reward" than to arrive at a complete undepstanding

of -the educational' task (reading, math,.science, etc.) at hand. In the

'The material in this publication was prepared pursuant to a contract

with the National Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such.projects under
government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely their judgement

in professional and technical matters. Prior to publication, the,manu

script was submitted to the Area Committee for Early Childhood Education

at -the University- °E.-41111°1s for critical review and determination of

professional competence. This publication has met such standards.

Points of view or opinions, however, do -not necessarily represent the

official view or opinions of either the Area Committee or the National

Institute of Education.
t '



1820's, for example," the society for Progressive Education in Hew York,
ti

introduced a system of redeemable tokens as rewards for correct school work

`and a system of fines'for various offenies in the school. This wias crone in'

order to discourage corporal punishment, of whic h the society disapproved.

This early version of the'token economy was abandoned in the 1830's because

the trustees of the society came to feel that "they were more often rewarding

the cunning that themeritorious", and that the system of tokens "fostered

a mercenary spirit." (Ravich, 1974)

In this chapter, ye will contend and attempt to demonstrate that there
,/ 4

are different learning processes which are dependent, in, the first instance,

or hat or whp initiates the process. There is one type of learning that is

most cemmon which we shall c411-9elf-initiated" learning, and it is driven,

. we shall contend, by "intrinsic motivation ". When rewards are offered in an

attempt to motivate a child, a second type, of learning is called into play,

a type we shall call' "other,inftiated" learning. A basic contention of this

a

chapter is that the two forms orlearning are different in their processes and

their o4comes,TanSt-hat-one-is-g-poor-subsitute fm toe other.

In the first part of this chapter, we will review evidence whicirsug;ests

that the two proce'sses just described are not part and parcel of the same

motivational syndrome, but rapier incodpatable with one another. We will

attempt to show that when rewallds are offerel, they change the nature and

aefinitton of the trsk, and eventually diminish the subject's "control" of the,

learning situation. A number of recent studies are reviewed and cailgollied

all of which suggest"that when performance'on a task "for its own sake" is

compared with performance initiated by the desire for an extrinsic reward, the

subjects show different patterns of interaction with the task, and different

motivational effects after the experience.

.4
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In the second part of...this chapter we 1 attempt to deve.iop a picture

of intrinsic motivation in terms of the child's cognitive abilities or

capacities for learning about the world. Much of the first part of- this

chapter is paraphrased from another article by the senior author (Gond*, 1977,

see also Condryt 1978, Condry & Chambers, 1978). We begin with a consideration

of the background literature that led to the current round ofresearch on the

topic .: the effects of reward on motivation.

Background

The fact that rewards" (grades, surveillance, exams) and other extrinsic

incentives are disruptive of some kinds of.Motivation hls been remarked upon

for some time. Albert Einstein is quoted-as having commented about exam

"This coercion hled-such a detCrfig_effe-itth-at,a-ft-e-rVlrad passed the nrial

examination, I found the consideration of any scientific problems distasteful

to me for an entire year.". (Berdstein, 19731. A quarter of a century ago

Harlow (1950, 1954 Harlow, Harlow, & Meyer, .1950) comment upon the inverse

relationship between extrinsic incentives and the learning of complex problems

primates depriceed f food (in to "motivate" them)

performed pborly on complex problems. Well fed (thus presumably "unmotivated")

primates solved the same problems with ease. Shortly thereafter, White (1959)

Berlyne 11955, 1957, 1958, )966), Hunt (1965) and Koch (1955) all called

attention to the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic motives, and mash

(Koch is the exception) offered theories of intrinsic motivationBasic to

most of these theortsts is the idea that intrinsic motivation is undermined

by ceruip egtrinsic conditions (see DeCharms, .968). Thus, White (1959)

suggested That anxiety was the "enemy of exploration," while Koch (1956) noted



"any factor. . that brackets the work on the task as instruhsental. .

will disrupt intrinsically ritotivated activities. These early theories

suggested Ihe existence' of different motivational patterns ch were, t6 some

extent, defined-byttherinumsn'ndes of their initiation. Moreover, several

theorists (especially Koch, White and DeCharms) felt that the different

patterns of motivated activity were antagonistic.

The operation Of extrinsic incentives VOUS aisotalled-intolluestion by

Fe.stinger and the dissonance theorists. In 1959, Festinger andCirlsmith

published the findings of a stu showing that subjects who were paid a

small amount of money to lie a out the-interestingness of ac101 experiment

changed their attitudes more (in the direction of actually liking the

Wperiment).than did a group of subjects who were paid a great deal more money.

This negative relationship between incentive magnitude and attitude change has

since been confirmed-:-subject to a variet, of qualjfication--in a number of

studies (cf. Cohen, 1962; Lependorf, 1964; tarlsmith, Collins & Helmreicb, 1966;
1

Linder, Cooper & Jonest",1967;
Belmpeich.& Collins, 1968; Hel,.Helmreich &

Aronson, 1965; and Bern & McConnell, 1970). Gasicallix the greater_the_eytrinsic

pressure exerted to "motivate': attitude change, the less real change is

observed. Essentially the same effect for the intev*action of powerful extrinsic

. incentives and internalization (this timetTor a prohibition) was found by

Aronson and Carlsmith (1963), rreedman (75), Pepitolle, McCauley and Hamond

(1967), and-Zanna, Lepper and Abelson (1973) . Children given a "mild" as opposed

'to a "severe" threat to. motivate avoidance of a toy were less likely to play

with the toy given a future opportunity to do so.- Apparently there was

kgreater internalization when the external pressure for compliance was less.

Al) told, the liITZesearch arising:from
dissonance theory raised another

r

lo
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s of questions about the interaction of extrinsic incentives and subsequent

attitudes and behavior, in caused yet another crack in the facade of.

traditional motivation theory.

.

These two lines of evidence then: the one represented by Harlow, White

Hunt, Berlyne, and Koch and the-other by the OeCh ras,-Festinger_and the

4-7

dissonance theorist* converge in the most recent research on this topic.

The earlier theorists questioned the interaction of different forms of motivation,

but the specification of the exact-nature of this-interaction and its

ramifications had to await the current round of research'andinterest in the topic.

Current Research

The recent studies of the -.fleas of r ewards on motivation all have much. ,

the same general structure: first, a son's level.of motivation for &ring

some task is either measured or ass
fr

This is the "base rate" measure of .

"intrinsic" motivation, usually defined as the person's willingness to do the

'task in the absence of task extrinsic pressure to do so (see Deci, 1975f

Lepper, Greene & Nisbett, 1973). Next, some experimental intervention is

attempted, usually involving a revTarza, ard-i--11-Fia-TV; -a ecc d att_itipt is made

to assest a person's willihgnessAo engage in the behavior under question.

Any change in the'level of interest from the first to the second measure

is taken as the primary dependent measure of the effect pt reware. on mutivat on.

The first Wthese .studies was done by Ediard40 (1971, 197.2a) in an

attempt to shed some light _on.

called SOMA (trademark Parker

the issi_s discussed Above. Deci used a game

Brothers) compGed of a number of blocks which

may be arranged to form a variety of patterns. The task in this research done

with college students, was to reproduce certain patterns presented.to the

subject. During the middle of each of three experimental sessions, the
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experimenter left the room and, unbeknoaist to the subject, observed the

subject's willingness to play with the puzzle' in the absence of "demands ".

that he dR so. In different experimental conditions, subjects were offered

nothing, a monetary, or a social reward for every configuration produced

with the puzzle. Deci's interest was. in the amount ef time spent playing

with the puzzle during the "free" session,_ indicative of continued "intrinsic"

interest in the task. In general, Deci found that (a) when Money was used

as an external reward, intrinsic motivation tended to decrease, and (b) when
. ,

verbal reinforcement was used, intrinsic motivation tended to increase.

With interests similar to Deci before them (although they were apparently

unaware of Deci's work at the time of their study), Kruglanski, Friedman,

and Zeevi .(1971) sought to clarify the same confusing literature on reward

and motivation, and particularly the negative relation between ithe magnitude 7I

-
of incentive and subsequent liking.for a task destribed by the dissen'ance

theorists. Kruglanski etel._theorizod that the "likilg" found in earlier

studies.(e.g., Dem & McConnell, 1970; Carlsmith. Collins & Helreich, 1966, etc,)

is- only one aspect of a more general syndrome of intrinsic as oppOsed to

exurinflcalky-motivated 1Lehavior. If so, these authors suggest, intrinsically

motivated individuals: "might be expected to exhibit superiority on those

aspects of,performance contingent upon preoccupation with the task, as

opposed to concentration upon attain the goal."' (emphasis mine, Kruglanski,

et al. 1971, p. 60,7)

To test this proposition, 32 hightchpol'aged subjects wet'e assigned at

random to either a reward (called "extrinsic incentive") or a no reward .

condition. The.rewarclud subjects were offd'red a guided tour of the Department

of Ps Nology." The no reward subjects were offered nothing,and all subjects

Vera two measures of creativity, two measures of short term recall, and a

_measure oftthe recall of a'series of incompleted tasks (the Zeigarnick effect).



, On_each of these dependent var ubjeCtsin the no reward group

received higher scores than subjects in the reward group. The no reward group

also liked the experiment slightly more a:d were, slightly (but significantly)

more willing to participate in similar projects in the future.

The main finding of this study then, like Deci's; fs that the offer of a

.

reward prior to undertaking a task (or in this case a series of tasks) appears

not only to lower subsequent interest in the task as Dcci found, but also

appears to -theua't.loweztnce on the task itself.

While both the Devi and Kruglanski et al. studies have powerful

implications for education, both were done in laboratory settings. ?he Aextf

study to be reported, however, was done-in a nursery school with "typical"

incentives (for thkt situation). In this, study by Lepper, Greene and Hisbett

(1973), 51 nursery school aged children ere selected based upon their

demonstrated interest in a.drawingtaik. ,Only interest subjects dere

used, and these were exposed to one-Of three-bxperimental conditions:

In the expected award condition, subjectt agreed to perform an activity in

order to receive a reward (cal led a "good player" aiiard comprif,ed (if a

certificate pnd a gold star). In the Unexpected award condition, the same

reward. was given to unsuspecting subjectsafter they completed the task, apd

in the no award group, subjects neither anticipated nor received an award.

The critical measure of continued interest was the time spent playing with

the drawing task during a suptequent."free play " ,observational period.

Lepper, Greene and Uisbett found that the award undermided interest in the

"anticipated" condition only, and that there was no significantAifference

between the unanticipated IA the no award conditions in teems of later free

play activity. This 'study not only introduces several methodological

innovations of',note, but it also raises some-important questions for theoretical
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censideration.t.It should,be noted, for example, that the reward alone

cannot be said to undermine anything, since the effect is obtained only in

the anticipated reward condition, that is, only in the condition where the

behavior is initiated by the offer of a reward.

From the three studies described so far, several findings emerge to

challenge the traditional notions of the effect of reward on

and several issues are raised which require clarification. Appe.ently

rewards do not always have selutary effects on motivation, the loss of interest

in an apparently interesting and attractive task and the suggestion that the

pffer of a reward lowers quality of performance are serious and important matters.

In response to these initial studies and the issues they raised, a wide

range of studies have sprung up to support and fiend these early findings.

In the sections to follow, we plan to'categorize the most recent research on

this topic, and begin an analysis of the Issues involved.

Inorder to accomplish this, the rein icing research will be described in

.

terms of (h) the characteristics bf the incentives studies, (b) tfie naturqof

the dependentvariables, (c) the characteristics of the situations 6rtasks

studied, and (d) the characteristics of the subjects studied.

characteri'fiLUILIASJAWIlitiDI.

A. Ex-ected vs. unexpected rewara. One of the:post important facts to

arise from this series of studies is that it is not the "reward" per se that
O

affects subsequent interest, but the."iiming" of the reward, in the sense of

when it occurs. Rewards used to initiate task- activity have different'effects

than rewards given after the activity is initiated by the subject. That is

when the subject is aware of and anticipates a reward, his behavior is

subsiantiilly 'different from that of comparable subjects who receive the same

/
reward'unexpectedly. This effect is clear in the research of Upper, Greene

and Uisbett (1973}, and Smith (1974). In addition, toper and Greene (1975).



and Greene and Lepper.( 74) have rep tea tt&se findings-with different

subbects a different task, obtaining t re`samre mutts as in their earlier

research. Deci's (1971, 1972a,b) aid Kruglanski's et al. (1971) studies, show

substantially the same results when coapdring rewdrded"to unrewarded'subject9

but these authors do not, use the unexpected rei'lard conetionand so -are not

directly comparable in this:respect. The importance of this variable is

that it focuses our attention on the context of the situation and not on the

reward per se, and tie shall return to this point later.

6
B. Contingent vs. non contingent rewards. The contingency between the

reward' and performance on tine task is another issue thatarises in th'e current

research. Some of the early work -has made the reward contingent only on

"doing,the task" (Lepper et al. 1973; RQSS 1975; Upton, 1971; Lepper & Greene,

1975; Kruglanski -et al. 1971; Deci, 19731 Benwarc & Deci, 1974), wh;le other

studies have:drawn a more explicit contingency bitween the quality of

performance and the reward (Deci & Cascio, 1972; Deci, 1972a; Smith, 74;--

Garbarino, 1975; McGraw E. McCullers, '1974,- Ross, Karnio4 L Rothstein,

Karniol & foss, Iote 2). Early research on this topic reached apparently

,opposite conclusions about the effects of contingency on performance. Dedi

(1972b) found no undermtning effect for noncontingent rewards, but revards

contingent upon performance-did produce an undermining effect similar to that

found in most other research. Greene and Upper (1974) on the other hand,.

employed sontingent and non contingent rewards in a replication of the earlier

Upper et al..(1973) study, and found both contingent and non contingent rewards

had the effect of undeim,%ing future interest. One difficulty in interpreting

findings across a number of different studies is that researchers often use

the same word to describe different events. Thus the "non - contingency" employed
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by OW (1972L).refers- to rew rds Ti unrelated to tine task (0.4.,

paying subject_ at the outset for p rticipating in the exp eriment dine

the non-contingency in the" G e Lepper (1974) study refers to retards

for "doing thetask' but rcpt explicitly tied to a.performance criterion,

One interesting'iti sibility that may account for the inconsistency in

the early research this topic could be that most of the reseu-chers who

have used contingent rewards -ave done so with adults, while most of the

studies using a non con.tingeht design have done so with pildrea. It mv be

ficult for a young chi4d,to compIetellunderstand contingency instructions

("We do not have enou rewards to give everybody one, so we will only give

awards I'm very good drawings. ."). First, nursery school children are

seldom Put in the position of having their work %fudged and pier ardid" on a

conti- ngency basis. A child who has experienped a relatively undifferentiated

environment, especially with respect to art work, might riot Le able to judge

his work comparatively and thug be unresponsive to contingency demands..

Sedindly, many young children have not yet developed the,"adult" usage of

comparaties (witness the child eh° gets into a hot bathtub and says. . ."It's

too'hot# hake it warmer",) Yet contingency manipulations depend, for their

successful employment upon understanding comparatives. Finally, in additibin-

to being unable to discriminate between "good" and "very good" Mork, young
,

children may not possess the

able to produce a "very Ned-

children are told to look at

consciouz control over their behavior to be

drawing" when called upon to da su. Wien

semethir;g "in order to remember-it," they don

do anything different than when jut told to look at it. They don't remember

it-any better either. Adults:do use differont strategies in these same

cireumqances, an'l they do r6eober better when told to do so (Nei5ser,- 7



Skills and Wategies which have not yet cieve1oped "and which are not yet

kabk cahnot be ."produced" on demand. The by st recent studies on this topic

Ross (1975) have Graced tire. deorciont in ihterest to contingent reward

situations.

-C. Salience reward. in two, studies the %alience" of the reward

vat' manipulateo, and the effects of this proCedure extm6ed. Rdss (1975)
A

manipUlated the ialience of the reward directly by leaving the anticipated

reward in front of the subject (albeit under a box) while-the.task was being

done. Underoining effects were observed roe the salient reward - r'+ iron only.

.Alth?ugh the same reward wis offered and given to the non sa'1.:. group-,,It

was.simply not available dur ,the task. in a similar design :with a different'

unpose,.McGraw and Maullers (1974) gave dren-rewards (M & M's) in two

tonditiot,s; one where they were given a reward for each correct response*(it

wai74ropPed in a bowl beside the* subject) ASNIs Oth6 denditi-on.t

-7 -vs-used to "Mark" a correct ,_spouise,'but the child was told he would

;?ca't t).1 a1lotaed to conw., :... the candy (it Vd$-SiP UAW 61. correctness).

Subjpacts in these W Conditions did more poorly in a discrimiilati,1

1 nipg-task than children in a.third (control) group given neither reciar

-nor "4,okens.". Subsequent interest was-not-measur0 in this study, byt the

demonstration is *portant for the suggestion that'the effect pf reward was

to undermine .victual performance on a task, and the more salient the reward,
. .

rim_ more undermining' Of performances las obwrved. .

D. Type of-revic4. the rewards used in the researel described herein

are many and varied among st,:dies although there have been few attempts to

N.

vary the naturelof the rel;Jtrd within a given-study.. Monetary rewaris are

coMM orr fwi th adults (Bviwar FIDecl 974; Deci, 1974; Red, 1971, 1972a,b;

r.

4
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Smith, 1974; Upton:1973), while.tekens, certificates, and eableA of one

sort or another are more connon with children (Garbarino, 1975; Greene,'1974;

Greene & Lepper, 1974: KruglansLi, Freedman f Zeevi, 1971; Lepper & Greenq,

1975; McGraw & McCullers,.1974; Lepper, Greene & Nisbett, 1973). We have'

already seen howimore salient rewards produce stronger effects than less

salient' enes, so it stands to reason that thetronger the in6entilie-, the
1

w

more powerful the undermining eff ct,salthoughsnO manipulations'of this jort

.
1

(praise)scan enhance subsment interest for males, while it seems to have 5

have been tried using a Oar4digm the lookt at continued Interest as the A

primary dependent variable. ig-4

.1: Monetaey vs- social rewards. Ane_interesting conflict to emerge frdM

this-research concdebis the role of soc;a1-hwards, or, as Deci calls it,

feedback; ds compared to monetary rewards. In a series of studies (Deci, 1971

1972a,,Deci,.Cascjo & Kruse11, 1975) Deci has shown that positive.feedback.

the opposite effect fin females. tSmith (1974) wasutlabfe to replicate these

findings' when he used a "Lepper type (Expected, Unexpected & No Reward)
a

design for bath social and monetary reward. Smith found that both types

anticipa ed of Toward undermined futiA interest for both sexes. It

difficult if not impossible to resolve this issue with the evidencb at hand.

Deci used unanticipated social reward only whereas Smith used both anti-_ sted.

and unanticipated social reward.. in addition, the tasks used were different.

The taskysed by Smith (learning about art- might have beeil seen us less sek%

approprjait.e than tiie SOMA puzzle used by Deci. There is evidence from .

I..
research with children that they both see tasks and activities as sex typed

(Hartley 2 Hardesty, 1964; Stein & Smithells, 1969), and evidence tp iriicate

that information, about the sex liappropraenecs of activities affects children's
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responses to them (Liebe.rt, McCall t Hanratty, 1971, flentinayor, 1974;

Steln, Polky & 1971)".

2. Surveillance. Two studies are worth mentioning_ or the light they

shed on other contextual manipulations that appear to have the same undermining

effect,as the "positive" incentives used in most studies. Lepper and Greene
/

(1975) th-a clever variant, Used a condition of "surveillance"- and were able

to produce undermlning.of interest effects similar to those found with the

various rewardcconditions disdussed above. In this study, nursery school

children did a' task while _being observed by a TV camera "on" more frequently

in high gran in low surveillance, conditions. Those inthe surveillance

conditions were less interested in the task in alater free choice, period than

children in a no surveillance condition.

In a study debe'in'the context of a different line of research, Zivin

(1974) had adults try to interest distraaable children in a boring toy.
.

9
Contrary to her e,pectationt, the treatment'had no such effect. Children told

-to "think about inteesCing thini you could do with this toy" played no

more with the, target toy than thiIdrLn who Were given no adult encouragement.
.

There findings are particularly interesting td enone takes into consideration

Zajonc's (1965) review of social facilitation, Zajonc reviewed 50 years of

research on the effect of the presence of others on leaenfitg add performance

and came to the conclusion that the simple presence of other people.tends to

have the effect of undermining:the development of a poorly learned skill,

whilc it facilitates the performance pf well legrned skills. Basec on this-

observation, then, -we are led to suggest that like expected rdWard, the

presence of'others in the surveillance conditions changes the context of the
.

learning situation in ways that are detrimental to task performanceas well

as subsequent interest.
.10



. 3. Nuative incentives.. Finally, while most of the research has focused

upon "positive incentives," at least two reseal..hers have analyzed negative

feedback and threats. fled and Casein (1972) looked at changes in intrinsic

motivation as a consequence of threats and negative fee'dtiapk (failure).

These researche1s fbund that "negative". incentives also decrease intrinsic.

motivation: Weiner.and Mander (1977) studied'the effects of either a'shock

or the anticipation of a shock on subsequent interest. Subjects who were

shocked at random while performing an anagrams task showed greater willingness

to pursue the task (when neither the shock nor'-the experimenter were present)

than subjects who received no shock during the manipulation phase,of the

experiment.

Ear ler 'research on the severity Of initiation done by dissonance, theorists

(e.g., ArOnson & Mills, 1959; Gerard & Math& on, '.1966) found the more severe

- (negative) IheAnitiation the greater the subsequent attraction to a group

on the part of subjects.

The implication of these studies is that even regative incentives, when

used as sanctions against unwanted behavior, have complex effects. If a

negative `a"rict1(.:' (threat or punishment).is not effective in stoiiping the

behavior, may actually increase a subject `s interest in and attraction to

the prohibited behavior.

In sum, a variety of anticipated, salient, positive incentives (the

primary independent variable in this rL4earch) and some additional task

extrinsic conditiOns (surveillance and negative incentives.) have been shown

to be associated with lower subsequent interest in a task when compared to

conditions where no task extrinsic incentives are available. The fact that

the same incentives given after the performance pf the task (and unanticipated

by the subjects) produce no such "undermining" effects suggests that it ;s

I.
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-the "context" created bylthb offer of rewadsand not the rewardi themselves

'which is reSponsible for these findings.

These facts alone are contrary to theories of motivation which assimiej10,-
a

intrinsic "motivation to be additive, as both Deci (19754-and Calder and Stew

(1975) have noted. Inconsequence; a number, of researchers have offered
ie

"theories to account for the decrement of interest findings (cf. Kruglanski,'
, r ,

1975; Deci, 1975; Green & Lepper, 1975; Calder & Staw,,1975), and. some have

denied the validity of them (Reiss & Sunshinsky,'1975; Scott, 1976).

before it is useful to theorize about these effects (or.t, deny their ex-

istence) the entire range of effects should be outlined and described.- In ad-
.

, idipon to the undermining of interest

`Ilitionat suggestion from some of this

mental effects on 'both the prncess of

we have been describing, there is an ad-,

research'that rewards may have

learning and the.products of learning,

,and for a consideration,of these effects, we now turn'to an analysis of/de-

pendent,/ariables studied, and the tasks or ,situations utilized in the current

research.-

Natttre of the Dependent Variables

tow:
A. Subsequent Interest.- In most of,the foregoing research, the depen-

.

dent variable of primary impontance was the degree of subsequent interest in

the task shown by the subjects. .Two different measures of subsequent in-

terest have been used: attitudinal measures of liking for the task and/or

willingnesg"to return at later date (e.g., Calder & Stew, 1975; Kruglanski,-

.Alon & Lewis, 1972; Kruglanski, Ritter, Amitai, Margolin, Shabtdi &Zaksh,

1975; Kruglanski, Ritter, Arazi, Agassi, Montegio, Peri & Peri & Peretz, 1975)

and behavioral measures of persistence in the activity in the absence of

"extrinsic" demands (e.g., Deci, 1971;

Green.& Lepper,:1974; Looper & Greene,

and behavior measures have been used (Smith, 1974; Ross, 1975; Rarniol & Ross,
I

1972a Lepper, Greene & Nisbett, 1973;

1975). In some cases, both attitude



Note 2,; Greene, Sternberg & Lepper,'1976).. Id general these measures show

similar effects and the choice of what type of dependent measure to use is

parimarily of theoretical interest:.
.

Quality of performance. In addition to measures of subsequent in-

terest, sdmejileasures of quality of performance during the task have been taken,

enii the results'Stagest that anticipated .rewards lower the quality-O. APOY4t1

tirinj..a task as well as .the ds4re to return to: a task at a later time.

Kruglanki,.Vreedmah and Zeevi (1971), for example, found the promise of a
A

reward effected "qualitative" differences in task perfor ace, for memory,

creativity and the recall 'of lincoMplted tasks (The Ziegarnic effeet), and

Lepper, Greene and Nisbett.(1973-42reported Tower lalitidrawingsfor the

"expecied".reward eoup. Grecs* and Lepper (1974)' replicated this vesult for

the quality of drawings-in the anticipated reward condition in a second study,
(

and they found, in addition, that the expected reward group produced quenti-
.

titively rriohre drawft1P-s. These ljndings suggest that one of the'effects of an-

ticipated rewards op task perfbraance is to increase activity but to lower the

quality of that activity when compartd,to subjects doing the same task for no
. ,

. -
reward. -

McGraw and McCullers (1975) repok a number of studies with children which

-find that tangible rewards, gi..en on a trja17bi7trial.basts, lead to more

errors and less learning when the performance of rewarded 'subjects is cowared

to nonrewafded subjects. These tasks range from perpeptua) discrimination

(Miller & Estes, 1961), concept identification (Masers & MokroS,.1973;

McCullers & Martin, 1971; Terrell, Durkn & Wiesley, 1959) verbal discrimina-

tions (Haddad, McCullers1.Moran, noted in McGraw & McCullers, 1975, p. 14;

Spence, 1970)., picture discriminations (Scherc 1969; Splice & Dunton, 1967;

Spence & Segner, 1967), and a pAterned task(4cgraw & McCullePsk
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.

. 1974). 411 short, in the words of "McGraw nd McCullel-s (1975); "within the

'confines orchildren's discrimination lean
4

.reward i e very general one.' (p.3)

ing. . .the detrimental effece of

' In addition to, discrimination learning, McGraw and Mc011ers have been,

able to extend their analysis of these effects on performance to probability

-- learning (McGraw7tAcCullers., 1974; McGraw & HcCul iers, Note 4) and incidental

learning Staati&McCuliers, Note 5). Taken together,,thesestudies suggest
> t /

that task erformancels disrupted more for .subjectsi41)-are given task

.-.
ir-

relevant tOwards_than,for comparable subjects performing these same tasks for
4

no reW'ard. Subjects given tangible; incentives make mor6-errors, solvee the
,

, , , .- ,

.

..-

problems more slowly, make more stereotypical responses-and do more pdorli in-

,

. .

, .-
.

.

.S-R recall (i,11 an_inctdeptal learning task) than-do subjects who are offered,

t

.
r given no reward.

Characteristics of the Tasks er Situations Studied-,---------%11

Few of the studies reported have discussed the Ongofiig-ftgegg 6T task_

perfgrmance..In part, this is-due to the'fact that the tasks used by re-
,

searchers have not been. ones where characteristics of proces's can be easily
-

I
assessed. Example! of actual tasks used in the researciv,haveranged from a

puzzle called SdMA (Wei, 1971, 1972a,b beci, Cascio & Krusell, ",975);-to

drawing with a felt tipped pen (Lepper,Greene& Nisbett, 1973; Greene'&

Lepper, 1974), from solving a:isimple concept formation problem (Lepper &

Greene, 1975; Garbariho, 1975; Maehr &Stallings, 197?)

advocacy (Benwge & Deci, 1975), and last, and probably

to pro-attitudinal

least, beating a drum
4/

A. Interesting vs: dull and boring tasks. Mile much of the recent

.research has utilized tasks chosen to be interesting .(and -thus "intrinsically

.
ID -.'



motivatine) it will he recallc4 that earlier research by dissonance thporists

tended to use dull and boring tasks in order to make theoretically similar

points: Thus, as mentioned earlier, the dissonance theorists were able to

show how a dull task could be made "more interesting" by inducing the sub-
. ,I,

. . . .

sects to lie about Wfor a small (as opposed to a large) feward-.
s

Cqftrawise,

the intrins3c,motivation researcher has shown how an interesting task may be

made boring, wits the introdnction of a reward.

Few of these studies have varied the nature of the =task within the ex-

periment. One 'study_to do so finds results which appear to be at ariance with

the earlier dissonan6 research. Thus, Calder and static (1975) find that while

rewards decrease interest in "interesting" tasks, they may '"enhance interest.

in-dull nd- boring tasks." Mori research is rieeaed to clarify the circum-
1

stances under which a dull task may bp made more intereittng.

B. The process of learning. In part as a consequence of the tasks used,

most of the foregoing research 4s couche# in terms of the products'of learning,

i,e., the numbei-of prohltMT-solved,4he r*mber of errors made, the number-of

term recal140, etc. But it is also possible to study4he process .of learning

in teims of the step-by-step strategies of action that subjects take. liken

this is One, even more of the picture emerges. Condry and Chambers (Note 6),

-tri5f example, using a problem solving task originally designo study strate-

gies of thinking (Bruner, GoOdnOw & Austin,'1956),, found drat rewarded tubjecits

,attempted easier problems, required more information before they achieved a

correct solution (i.e., were inefficient)-; were more "answer" oriented

less logical in their problem' solving strategies-than comparable nonrewarded

subjects. Similarly, Maehr and Stallings (1972) found that children who

believed they would be "evaluated" by en "external" source chose easier

problems than children who believed they would evaluate"their own problems

20
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A

( "intern ion"). Thus; there is evidence' that extrinsic im:entive

conditions lead subjects to different stypIckic activittes in a learning Or

problem 'solving situation than co'dictions which encourage exploration with,

4
out 'the offer of a task extrinsic incentive as a reward.-

Apparently these same "process" and strategy effects extend to inter-
.

personal interaction as well as a person's interaction with atask, Garbarino

(1975) looked at'the effects of anticipated reward on children teaching other

children, in a field setting exp;riment. Based on some of the "early" research
. .

reyipaedabove* he predicted'that if i child were offered'a reward to teach -_,.

another child-something, the quality of the interaction would be more "ob-
.

trdive,,,concrete, direct, and impient in response to frustration" thaffin

-a situation Where one child reache's,another.where no offer of a reward is made.

In essence, tarbarino argued, like Kruglanski et al. (1971) before him, that -

the-child in the "reward" condition would-adopt an"instrumental",approach

toward the situation, and focus more an the "goal ti of
t

receiving the mpney and

less on the task of teaching itself. Specifically, Garbarino hypothesized

that the tutor in the no reward condition would be more positive in her res-

ponse to her tutee subject were"female), more efficient and less intru-

sive in her teaching style. He.predicted that the younger child (the tutee

was a younger child i011 copditions) would learn more when her tutor was

in the no reward condition.

The subjects.in this experiment were 48 feale'elementary school children.

Twenty-four 5th and 6th graders acted as ctutors, for 24 1st and 2nd graders;
. .

The school in Aich the experiment was done was one in which cross age tutOrtng

is an'everyday fact of life, so, the experimental situation was not an unusual

one.

14
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Thy older Lhildren were taught a game (asimPle symbel substitUtton task)

by the experimenter and then asked to
11,

either reward-or no reward conditions

to the younger child, the jnteractiori

teach it to a younger child, under

. While the older child taught the game

was observed "and coded by the two ex-'

perimenters-. The results of Garbarino's study were supportive of'his pre-
_

4ictions-and they add an important dimension to the work; eviewed herein._

The tutor's behavior toward the young child"was more "negative".in the reward
.

condition, and more positive in the ho revrd condition. In addition, the

tutors in the reward condition made more 'demands upon the younger child than

did the tutors in the no, ,reward condition.

The promise of a reward notonly affected the people to whom it was

affered, but it also had secondiry effects on the learning of the younger

children (who were offered nothing). The younger children taught byitutors

in the reward conditions scored lower for their, task ability end higher for,,

number -f errors than did children taUght-by tutoft,in the no reward condition.

Garbarino's research substantially extends the range of the effects we

have been observing. His findings suggest that in'additian to undermining .

continued interest,'the process of exploration and the products of.learning

promise of a reward has,an important effect on the context of an interdependent,

interpersonal situation. Apparently when the actions of one person may

interfere with an extrinsic goal of another, a negive evaluation of the task

is translated to a negative evaluation of the perso The instrumental

orientation among tutors in, the reward condition su gests at they valued the

younger child'a a "function of her utility in obtaining the desired goal

aril/devalued her in proportion to the degree tow ich she failed and thus

frustrated the tutor." (Garbarino, 1973)
es

22
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C. Reward endogenous vs. exogenous tsks. A final paint regarding the

nature of tasks used, in this research is worth mentioning. 'Eruglanski.has

shown in a numter of studies.(cf. KrUglanski, Riter, Amitai, et al:, 1975;

Kruglanski, Riter, Arazi, Agassi, et al.; 1974) that when money is endogenous

to a task (e.g., a game like coin tossing where, traditionally, the winner

keeps the money; or poker) its. presence !'enhanced" intrinsic motivation, whereas

I

when it was exogenous to a task (e.g., doing.a jig-saw puzzle), 4ts presence

'- depressed" intrinsic motivation. Essentially, the same Conclusion is

reached by Staw, Calder and Hess (Note 8). Most of the,incentives used in

A
tht research described above were ones not commonly associated with the'

tasks, but the point is well taken fi-om a theoretical point of view. For
.

<

this reason, throughout this paper I have referred, to the effects of task-

irrelevant rewards and incentives.

Characteristics of the Subjects

A final ared'of concern for the current research is 'variables associated

with the subjebt. One 0ou1d think this is the first place to Took for

differences in the effects of rewards.and other extrinsic demands, since neither

the rewards+.themseives nor. the tasks exist independently of the value the

subject places on them (in terms of reards) or the interaction he, has with

them (in term of tasks). Yet this important area for research has received

relatively little-attention. ,

A. Personal characteristics of subjects: age, sex, and persodaIity.

Tile effect of rewards in undermining interest has been demonstrated on a wide

range of ages. The studies reviewed haVe demonstrated the effect on nursery

school children (Greene & Lepper, 1974; Lepper, Greene & Pisbett, 1973; McGraw &

ficCullers, 1974; Ross,-1-975; Yivin, 1974), elementary school children

!Garbarino, 1975; Greene, 1974; Kruglanski,-Alon & Lewis, 1972; Maehr &
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stallings-T1972; MtGraw & McCullers, 1974; livin 1974), high school students

(Kruglanski, Freedman & Zegvi, 1.971), college students (89.n....ire &,Deci, 1974;

Deci, 1971, 1972a,b; Deci, Benware & Landry, 1974; Deci, Cascio & Krusell, 1975;

Smith, 1974) and adults beyono college age (Krulanski & Cohen,,1973; Upton,

1973).

Aside from demonstrating the effect on a large range of subjects, however
L

few studies have attempted to explore other subject variables that may

interact with the reward context and/or with the task. Subjects of both

sexes have seen used in many of the studies rep ed, but few significant

differences due to sex\are reported, with the exception of Deci's (972a;

Deci$ Caseio & Krusell 1975) finding that fnmales react 6. fferently to '.

positfie verbal feedback, and Smith's (1974) findings'to The contrary. These

results were.di3cussed earlier in terflis of the interaction of sex with the -

a

_reward and t

Two investigators have,looked into the effects of personality. Maehr and

Stallirigs (1972)ifound that subjects gh in Need Achiever7ent volunteered

II aR.

more for difficult tasks when the evaluation context was internal, and more

for easy tasks when the evaluation context was external: In addition;

Haywood and his colleagues '(Haywood, 1971; Haywood & Switzky, 1971) have

developed a personality tqt for intrinsically motivated (I as opposed to

extrinsically motivated (EM) individuals. SwitzkyNand Haydood

find that personality interacts with the reinforcement context. In this

study, two reward contexts were studied: Self-reward, where performance

standards are set and rewards delivered by the subjects themselNes, versus

external reward where standards are imposed and reinforcers externally

administered. Under these circumstances, 114 children "maintained their

2 4
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performance longer than EM children under.self-reinforcemw while Eli

children showed greater performancemainteCance than 1M children under

external reinforcement". Clearliindividual differences ehist which modify

the effect 'of each of these reward contexts, and these need to be studied.

B, Initial interest. One of the most fascinating, yet least studied;

factOes concerns the effect of reward upon people who vary in

interest (Condry,- 1975). Attractiveness of the -task was considered ea er,

in, this section we consider initial interesf of the subject, vith,the tads

hOd constant. Yet most of the researchers to date have se.4cted for study

only those who are high on interest. ,phis leaves unanswered, tare question

of whether retards-may have. different effects on people rri th low

.

'interest. In all of the studies reported, only three have addressed this

Upper, Greene-and-H4sbett 11-9-73) did a re-analysis OT their initially

high interest sample by dividing it at.the'median on interest. They found

an increase in subsequent interest among the lo, interest.s.25jects only in'

tile unexpected reward condition. .Greene. 11974) also.studied subjects 'who

'varied in initial interest. Using, "between" treatment groups analysis,

Greerie (1974) found an ovvjust4fication'effect for 1K-interest subjects

butpot for- high interest subjects when these groups were compared to -a-----

control. Using a within group analysis), he found A significant post-treatmen

decrement for high interest subjects, but not low interest subjects. Thus,.

even though Greene attempted to study this, issue, this particular comparison
\ -

was ambiguous
" ""ecause the data from' the control subjects did not remain

stable over time,_acd the between and within subject analys7 3 did not agree

(Greene: Sternberg & Leper, 1976)%
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' finally, Ppton (197 studiec offer of monetary reward as it

effects people's wiAlingness to donate blood to a blood bank, Subjects

were divided on interest in terms of the number of pints of blood they had

donated in the last 12 months. ht this point, it i f of the subjects in the

141/ interest group and half of those in the high interest group were pffered

and later given a reward of 510.00 for donation of a pint of blood. The other

half of the" sample was asked to donate. but no money was offered. The

results 10*cate that subjects high in initial interest are significantly

more willing to donateAlood when they are not offered a.zable incentive

to do so. Subjects in the low interest group go slightly, but not significantly,,

the other direction, that is, they are equally willingto.donate when
-

money is pffered orolot- So, we have some evidence that unexpected rewards

may increase interest -in low interest subjects, but ors the whole; the

question of the effects of reward on low interest subjects is still very much

up in the air.

All in all, the evidere described abeve su,gests that task -extrinsic

.rewards, when they are useto 'Motivate activity, particularly learning,

have widespread and possible undesirable effects. These extend to effects

on the process-as well as the products of the tasl. activity, and.to_ the

trill of the subject to undertake ehe task at a later date. It is,

difficult tt) suTmarizeethis material ackqotely, bit in gen a. compared 1

to nonrewarded subjects, subjects offered a task extrinsic incentive choose-

easier tasks, are less efficient

s
novel problems, tend to be answe

ng the Information avaiIabICto sol

ted and more'illogical in their

problem stiving strategies. Theefieem to taifk harder, produce more activity,

but the activity is of a lower qullity, crntaiE41 more errors, is e
f
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stereotyped and less creative than the work of able nonrewarded

subjects working on the same problems. Finally, to return to the point of

departure subjects are Icss likely to come bock to a task they at one time

consideeed interesting after being rewarded to do it. The facts appear

true of a wide range of subjects doing a wide range of tasks. Attempting

to account for them is a formidable challenge.

What these data suggest" is that there are different forms and patterns"

of motivated activity. Learning under instruction while being guided,

supervised, and directed from:without is .obviously of value. To many

highly skilled activities require it to dismiss this form of learning.

But it is not the only form of learning we have observed, and if subsequent

interest is a goal of learning, it is not even the%most'efficient.

\ The studies just reviewed suggest that the conditions of initiation

ale immerselY 'important, in'terms of both what the individual puts into a

and what is gotten out of it, When a person chooses to engage a task

havior during the task is more coherent and his subsequent interest

in the task remains higher than a comparable individual who is "pressured"

into doing the same task by the offer of task extrinsic rewards.

It is p.:,sier to understand the meaning of all. this research if wq

imagine the ecological circumstance we are trying to understand. Perhaps

the entire pattern of these results would be seen more easily if we imagine

motivated activity as having at least four discriminable states or phases

as follows: a.) initial eegagement; b.) activity or manipulation (the

procesS); cl disengagement; and d.) subsequent engagement. That is, it

possible to ask about the "forces" that act in each of these phases and of

the relations between actions one phase and another, would want

know why a person engaged a task in the first p,ace, what is done with it ore
to it %/File one is actively 'Illanipulatine" it, what leads one to disengage

27
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it. a possibly return to it. Such an analysis is useful since it fits the

example.of skills learned and utilized in everyday life and so gives us a

reference point from which to judge the literature just descriLd.

From this perspective, we may say that-most of the research reviewed

herein has focused upon the relationship between the conditions of task

`engegem6nt"(Phase I) and the degree of subsequent interest (Phase IV),

Sore research has looked at the relation between Phases I and II, that is,

howthe'condidons,ofengagement affect the manner of4ctivity and manipula-

tien (including the manipulation of qther people as in Garbarino''s study)..

Few studies'of disengagement (Phase III) are found in the current literature,

but in the Original, research on the Ziegarnik effect, Ovsiankina (1928)

studied what happens when one interrupts activity before it reaches its

natural end and found a strong desire to return to the interrupted behavior

(see Ryan, 1970, p. 96ff). In most of the research described-earlier; the

gxtrinsic conditions are "ended" when the reward is given. In the intrinsic"

conditions, however, the task actively is also interruptel and ended by

the experimenter, i.e., before the individual "chooses" to leave it. It is

noteclear,.'from the research presented here, whether a self-generated.

\

disengagement might produce a different pattern of subsequent interest.

An analysis by the various "phases" in the learning process allows us to see

gaps in the research as well as organize a good deal of what has been One.

rutting these findings in perspective we may_arriive at a different.

ew of the child in the educational system. The creature we hope to

educate is complex, coherent and ell prepared to learn about the world.

Moreover, the creature is eager to learn, thirsty for knowledge. The danger

signaled by these findings is that by-us4ng "smiling faces", stars, and

IPS

eventually grades in order aottvate children-to learn, de unintentionally

limit the utility of What is learned, and undertiliae the child's natural curiosity;.

.



!hat are the implications of a different view? Instead of asking how

one might-manipulate a disinterested ch-:d so as tV."motivate"him to

learn, why not ask how we may arrange the environment of education so as

to. take advantage of the child's natural curiosity,and his intrinsic,

Interestn learning about the world? Before children enter school they

acquire a vast range of kraMidge abosirthe world. They were not "trained"

to acquire this infora,ation in the 'ense of being supervised, sdheduled,

rewarded and punished, but rather they used their native; intellective

capacities. This interest did not have tb'be "encdura6ed" for*themost

part, it was there-, within, all along:

What= are the elements of this intrinsic motivation? How does it function?

In the next section of this chapter, we address this question in terms of-

the child's capacities for learning. It is clear that other people can do

much to enhance the child's knOwledge of the world by virtue of an awareness

of the variety of conceptual tools the child has for understanding the, world.

We will not be describing specific curricula or concrete activities. Thecet

are best done by the people `who are actually working in theclassroom. What

we will be describing are the facts of research findings that Might be

profitably extended to actual classroom,situations. At present, we have no

direct evidence that such extensions would be either practical or effective.'

However, lest we paint too bleak a picture, it is worth pointing out that

at least some of the observations reported are of children engaging in

activitic> and rrking with materials which, though not actually found in

the classroom, at least bear a strong resemblance to the sorts of activities

and materials that might eccurtn,classroom situations.
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Intrinsic Interests ancj. Capacities

The argument that extrinsic rewards are of limite0 utility in educe-

tiohal settings is a useful argument ,oly if it can be shown that the child

himself is both 'intrinsically,mtivatetto_learn on his own and has the

basis capacities to carry out what he is intrinsically motivateto do.

Withodt intrinsic motivation accdMpanied by tide apprc ?Hate capacities, a

reliance on extrinsic rewards may be the only option open to an educational

fri

''system.

In order to argue that children 4re intrinsically motivated to learn

about important aspects of the world and are equipped with a capacity to

do so, we will focus.on findings from two are of research: The first deals

with_ the way in which children make sense out of or explain their environ-

ments; the second, with the process that is involved in solving nonroutine-

prOillems. he primary reason for this choice is that issues examined in

this research are not bound to'learning in particular content areas. They

.cuf across and underlie learning about arithmetic and reading as well as

aboyt social studies and history. They occur when the chi'.,' is engaged in

subjects that are part of,S3'formal curriculum as well as when he is engaged

in tryi to make sense out of the various social rules and conventions that

govern his behavior with other people. These areas.were chbsen for another

reason, as well. Implicit in the fittest parColthis paper was the premise

that there is more to learning than acquiring the skilli necessary to churn

put the correLt ansaar. Learning is much deeper and, in the long run, sub-

stantially more useful, when one also understands the underpinnings
%

of the correct anszer, the process-which enables one to understand why the

30
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correct answer is correct.; One can aprrectly solve (i.e., correctly; apply

the mechanical formula for solving) quadratic equations or correctly notice.

that certain events routinely co -occur without having a very Worough unoer-

standing of what quadratic equations are all-lbout or of vtjyvarious events

4requently co-cccur. The research areas we' have chosen speak to the question

of how the child learns about pro.cess.

One of the most unequivocal activities that children are intrinsicaliy

motivated to engage in is the enterprise that consists of organizing and ,

explaining the world. In its most basic form, this enterprise involes the

detLion of organization and regularity that actually doesoccur. In a

more ,sophisticated form, it involve' i4osing organization on, or inferring

it in, situations in which it either does not exist or else exists in a

les's than perfect form. But the'child dues not limit himself to.attempts

to organize the world; he asks in additiOn ilfavarious regularities exist

as well as how a particular kind Ovreggjarity or organization comes to he.

In short, he searches-for explanations for, as well as instances of, or-
.

ganization in the worli. And, although his explanations may be false, they

do nevei-theless Icillow certain, rules.

The Concern with Environmental Regularity

Evidence of the child's concern with environmental regularity comes

from a wide variety of behaviors and situations. Some of the evidence was

provid4d by children's spontaneous behavior, some by behavior that was

elicited. For example, researchers such as Watson (1977) and Bower 1974)

(to name only two) have feund that iyen_very.young infantLwil1 quickly

-
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learn to detect the regularity with which one of their own responses such

assucking, head turning or limb movement) is followed by a particular

effect (such as the movement of a mobile or the of` 'person who
.

says.. "Peek -a -boo. ") Infants will also detect regularitiesimt,
4 4.

Wes of.events when,heither type consists of one of the child's din actions,

i.e., when both events are external to himself.

-goes...bght#Cascrgen and reappeirs on the other

For example, if an object

side, the infant wirl soon .

come to fook at the other side of the screenbefore the object reappears

Ihere-(Bower, 1974). Ay anticipating the reappearance, he gives evidence of

having detected the regularity. Similarly,if an object appears first in,

one window and then another, an infant will soon anticipate its appearance
7.-

in the secpndfwindow (Anglin and Mundy-Castle, cited in Bower, 1914). The

fact that even young infants detect environmental.regularity is some evi-

dence of how basic this tendency is.

Findingsfrom studies of older, preschool children show an adeptness .

at dealing with even more subtle instances of regularity. For'example,

children of this age can easil perform concept attatnment talks that re-
.

quire them to detect the syste atic occurrence of a common element.in a

number of different contexts (Vinacke, 1952). Indeed, children can *detect -

environmental regularity evenwhen the regularity is not perfect." For ex-

ampld, coil ren are able to learn the correct response -in probability

tasks, tasks ;n whicn reinforcement follows the correct response only some

of the time (Stevenson, 1970

In additibn, there is*evidence that, once children do detect some

,modicum of organization or regularity, they will spontaneously extend

what they have detetted. In doing so, they often structure aspects of the

world in a way that is actually more organized 'Man the structure that in
47
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'Oa exists.. For, example, Ginsburg (1977) describes a child who is in the
1

process of learning to count! apd who extepds the rule for forming tens

litigers in th4 following tit , :'Ten; :twenty..Mpety, tenny." In the same

yelli there is the, by now, cl 'c example of children who- have just learnedA v j
to form tbeilasetenlOy4dding the sifffi*Ted, to verb_ stems. Such children'

11 frgiluently also produce such, constructions,as .11Y Anned, in spite of
,

} . .

being' exposed only to "ran." Finally, in some cases, children will actually
.

.. . 4
_ invent their pa way of organizing the environment. 'Ginsburg (1977); for,

example, reports that a not uncommon belief among grade school children is
r. .

, that, in adding columns of two-digit numbers= when the sum ef.the first,

column is itself a two:digit number, one carries over to the next caTunin .

r

the larger number of the two-digit sum (i.e., the 9 in 19) rather than the

number that is on the left.

At this point, we cannot resist repbrting an anecodote that illustrates

an,additional way in which the tendency to 'impose-organization on the

vironment manifests itself in the real world. A fourth giader came 'to the

conclusion that the names of nationalyaders reflected the names of the

)

countries whiCh they-represented. Her evidence was that: Kenyatta was the. 7

bead of Kenya; dediulle was the head of France (which, after all; used` to

be called Gaul); and-Franco wae-the bead ,of Spain. (Having heard that the

- early inhabitants of Europe were often nomadic, he' assumed that Spain had
e

at one time been inhabited\by Franks.) Of course, this theory did-not hold

for the United States, but then maybe that's why they called the United

States a melting pot; things gat mixed-up in i t. But there wefa vestiges of

this correlation even here: . Witness, e.g., George Washington and Washington,

O.C. Now,' what this theory lacked in accuracy (or even coherence) it
,

made up for in the extent to whichit imposed organization on what, in the

absenCe of this theory, was nothing more than a collection of facts.

I 33
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The child's acquisition of knowledge about the socjal world follows
a similar pattern. The child begins to learn about gender identity for
example, by first categorizing the world into*two clusters (male & female)
aild then arriving at stereotypical vies of the roles occupied by each ,

*Ntex, (Condry 1978, Kohlberg, 1975). This, device allows for the child a
form 91f-Ontrol by knowing -- in a broad Oky -- what to expect. Control
,iiiitOlves,ildth the ability to anticipate the correlational structure of the0 -

world, and to manipulate the causarstructure of the world,

There is fairly
.extensive evidence, then, t at one Wai in,which.children

try to achieve control over their worlds is by organizing them. If the or-
.

4

ganization is built into the world, children wills!!tect it. If the organ-.

ization is less than perfeCt, they will improve upon it: if the-intended

organization is'not detected, they witttruct and impose their own'
version. Children come equipped with a tende cy to gain control over a

'.large number of discrete (and possibly even unrelated) pieces of information
by reducing them to particular.instances of rules that are more general,

anJ thus.fewer fir number, than the individual facts that they subsume.
1a.

,Intrinsic Interest in Causal Explanations
.

However, the intrinsic motivation, if you will, to detect regularity
in '(or impose it o the world is frequently not enough to satisfy a child.'
Often, he seeks to know, as well, why,and how, this regularity is brought

-about.
Detecting,regularity provides the child only with the information

that various events in or aspects of the environment are associated with

Tone another. It provides him with information only about correlation.
It does not provide the child with any information

aboutykevents are
associated, about how It is, for example, that one event

regularlY_m-occurs_____
with or follows another. Answering these sorts-of questions requires
causal explanations for the way the world is organized. The child must

4
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move from correlation to cause. Sometimes explanations for why events are

associated cansist of no more than an identification of exactlywhich aspect

of the environment is functioning as the causal agent in a particular sit-

uation.N1fr example, the chialmay note that: the wheelt of a bicycle

-0turn is because the pedals are pushed; tirreason that lights go on is be-

itause switches are'turned. This information in itself makes the environment

more manageable because it enables the child to learn that particular phen-,

omena are associated with only some aspects of the environment rathei;tha

others. 7 Often, "fever, the child also becomes involved with the underlying

mechanism or causal underpinnings that-explain how it is that a particular .

causal agent .(such as switch) is able to make ail event happen. That is, he

concerns himself with questions about the intervening connection that mediates

between causal agent and the effect and, thus, enables the causal agent to

bring about the effect. For instance, in the example just mentioned, the

'nhild may note that moving the pedals brings about movement of thevheels

because the pedals and wheels are connected to one another by intervening

chains and gears.

Evidence that the child seeks to knoW about more than mere correlation

or association between events comes from two studies in which.children soon-

taneously concerned themselvquiyith going beyond mere correlation by trying

t.
to learn, as well, about wfiat alsed one event to be correlated Witt)? another.

In one study (Koslowski, in preparation) preschool children were shown an

apparatus in which the movement of a bolt lock,was associated.with the ring-

ing of a bell. not satisfied with simply detecting this correlation, the

majority of the children spontaneously suggeisted that there must be a con-

nection someplace between the lock arrI the clapper and many of the children

spontaneously went on to search for the connection. An even more striking

35



example of the concern of mediating mechanisms as a way of moving from car-

relation.to cause comes from a study (KosloWski & Snipper, in preparation)

in which turning a knob attached to a battery vies associated with the ring-

ine;f an electric bell. There was a visible wire that ran from the bat-

tery to the.bell. however; even when the wire was disconnected from the

bell, some of the children made positive dictions that turning the knob

wbuld still cause the bell to ri They de this prediction because they

postulated an'intervening connection that,Ipugh invisible; had neverthe- ---2

less functioned as a mediator between cause and effect. Positive-predic-

tions were feed on the premise that this intervening mechanism would con-

tinue to mediate betWeen cause and effect even-with the wire no longer con-

tacting the bell. For example, children would suggest that the "battery

stuff` or the electric stuff" from the battery would go through the wire

and "shoot out" or,"spray out" and'hit the hell. Those children who

predicted that the bell would not ring with the wire disconnected also

based their.predictions on considel'aiions involving underlying mechanisms.

They would'argue, e.g., that the "battery stuff" would "spray out" of the

Wire and missathe bell. In shoi-t, even when these children could not ac-

tually see the intervening mechanism that mediated between two correlated,

events, they were not satisfied with merely detecting the correlation.

- They either tried to find the causal connection nr else they postulated

an invisible connection in order to explain the correlation.

'ihe two studies just repo ted involved simple relationships: only

one antecedent event preceded a subsequent event. In the real world, however,

there are often many antecedent events that precede an effect. The child'

searching for an explanation in this sort of situation must first identify

which particular antecedent event(s) is the causal agent before he can
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concern himself with finding out what it is that mediats between or connects_

the antededent event (or cause) to the effect. We.turn now to-the issue of

what sorts of cues children rely on in order to decide thivt one_euent_rather

than another,is the cause of a phenomenon. We begin by examinii how the

child' deals with unfamiliar situations.

When a child is faced with an unfamiliar situation (as children often

are), his mad in task in finding a causal explanation fer'that situation is

to somehow choose a likely cause from among a large number of possible

causes. In making such a choice,: we know that children are capable of

relyihg on various rules about the way in which causes and events tend to

te related. Preschool children are most likely to rely on the index of

causal relationship that consists of temporal contiguity. That is, in

. identifying the'agent that caused an effect, preschool children will search

for the event that was cl6sest in time to the effect. As childrerygrow

older, -they take into account the additional cue of regularity of co-
.

occurrence and look for an event that consistently, precedes or co-occurs with

the effect. (Shultz & Mendelson, 1975; Siegler,' 175; Seigler &liebirt.19741.

It must be stressed, however; thdt the indices of regularity and tem-

poral contiguity are, in SOM3 sense, "cuts of last resort." They are the

cues that children rely on when there are no other cues present. Theyt'are

cues of last resort because they do not enable one to distinguish relation-

) ships that are merelli correlational from those that are genuinely causal,

as well. And, we Have already seen'thativen young children are not

satisfied with simply noticing that two events are co related: They also

seek to learn about the process by which one event is able to cause the

other.- As we pointed °IA above, an important distinction between correla-
,

tional and causal relationships concerns the presence of an intervening ,
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mechanism the- mediates between causally related, but not between merely

correlated events.. Thus, we'*ould-expect that children who are concerned
$25

with finding causal explanations wodld be concerned as well with information

about possible intervening mechanisms that might be operating in a situa-

tion, 'And children, oblige us. Indeed, they oblige to such an extent that

often, even in unfamiliar situations, conclusion based on t4i cues of

temporal contiguity and regularity will be overridden by information that

suggests possible, intervening mechanisms that might have mediated betvieen"

cause and effect.

For example, in a study by Mendelson &Shultz (1976), two possible

,;causal'agents (i.e., antecedent events) preceded an effect. The temporal
delay between one event and the effect was longerr-than the delay between
the other event and the effect.

When length of delay wars the only informa-
tion available, children choose as the causal agent that event which was
associated with the shorter dela That is, they relied on the cue of
temporal contiguity. However, children were less likely to do this if a
visible connection (in this case,.a tube) mediated between the effect and
that causal agent which was paired with the longer time interval. Presum-
ably, the intervening tube suggested a rationale or an explanation for the
longer delay. The children probably assumed that it took a fairly long
time for the result of the causal agent to "travel through" the tube on
its way to producing-the effect. Thus, children were less'likely to rely
on temporal contiguity when they could rely instead on information about
a possible intervening

mechanism that could have mediated between the effect
and the temporally distant event.

Just, as inferences based on the index of temporal contiguity are often
overridden by other

considerations,the index of regularity of co-occurrence

38



is also less likely to be used when children can rely, ihsted on informa-

tio that suggests possible intervening'mechanisms. In a study now in

progr6ss (KoslowskiA Levy) preschool children are shown three instances

of a particular event with each Valance depicted in a separate drawing..

One such event consists of d boy whn has fallen from hii bike. Two of

the three drawings of the event also portray a particular envtronmental

feature (i.e.,-a bump on the road) while all three of the drawtfigs depict

an additional environmental feature (i.e., a bumble-bee flying in the

vicinity of the fallen boy). The irregularly occurring feature can be re-

lated to the event by means of a possible intervening mechanism (e.g., the

bump could have caused the boy to fall by making him lose his balance). In

contrast, the other feature, although it occurs'regularly,in all three in-

..tances, cannot be (or, at least, can not as easily be) related to the event

in such a way. In spite of the fact that the_premme.of the bumble-bee
_

regular-lx occurs with the bicycle accident, children explain the accident

by citing the irregularly-occurring bump on the read A the cause. Further-

more, even when it is pointed out to them that the bump does not occur in

one of the pictures, their judgments remain unshaken ("The,bump ridS on a

different part of the road that's not in the picture and.the boy was able

to keep his balance until he got to this part of the roaj. ") Indeed, the

main age difference in this study has to do with the number of-possible,

-intervening mechanisms that children can generate. !Then questioned fur-

ther, many young children were unable to suggest any possible way in which

-the bumble-bee could have brought about the accident. Older children,

in contrast, were able to suggest that, e.g., the bee for his sting)

might have distracted or scared the boy and caused him to lose his balance
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that way. That is, o ichildren were more likely to have access to col-
.

lateral, or related inhiation about the way In which the proximity of a

bumble-bee could have the accident. This collateral information

included the information that a bee might function as a distractor, that

distraction can result In loss of balance, etc. The importande of having

access to collateral i0ormation will be discussed in more detail below.
-

He have .s'een that young children are capable of reying on the cues

of temporal contiguity aftd regularity in order to decide which one of a

t
large number of ossitIE:causes is likely to be the,probable cause irl'an

event. 14e have also seen, that judgments based on.these cues can be over-

ridden by judgments that are based instead on information about possible

intervening mechanisms (information about Causal process ?lather than

outcome). lie now turn to evidence that information about the causal process

can also be used in-order to deg id which feature (among many features of

a situation) might be related to a causal explanation of an event. Thus,

even when the child does not have the option of relying'on the cues of

temporal contiguity and regularity, he need not choose at random; he can

base his choice instead on information about possible intervening mechinisnis.

As an example of haw this might occur in adult reasoning; consider a

situation in which one is trying to explain a patient's death. fine situa:1

tional fgatpre might be that the person was being treated with p.gpicillin.

On the face of it, it looks as though this feature is not causally relevant

to the patient's death. Penicillin cures i'Pa*:-,er than kills. However, if

we find that the patient was allergic to penicillin then this information

provides a possible intervening mechanism accordl7lg to which the situational

feature (treatment with penicillin) could have been causally related, to

the patient's death.

40
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When confronted with simple situations, grade school children Teem to
,w)

engage in analogous reasoning. Por example, in another study (Koslowski,

iv progress) children are shown a picture of a boy who has fallen from his bike..

A bumble-bee is shown flying in the vicinity and a small dog is near the side

of the ruad. When children are told that the bee was flying near the boy's

face, thechildrenare likely to incorporate the §umble-bee into a causal

explanation 'of the event. For example, they might suggest that the bee

distracted the boy or that the boy let go of the handle-bars in order to

swatat the boe. Thus, they use information about the bee's proximity to

thn boy as suggesting an intervening mechanism by which the bee could have

been related to'the accident. If, on the other hand, children are told

something about the bee that is causally irrelevant (viz., that it is

yellow and feels fuzzy) and are told instead the the dog ::as running acres

the road in front of the boy's bike, then children will incorporate the

dog (rather than the bee) into a causal explanation of the event. In this

study, as in the one reported above, an important age of difference is that

older children are more able than younger ones to generate a large number

of possible intervening mechanisms that could have enabled a particular

causal ag it (a bumble-bee or a dog) to bring about an effect. That is,

they hale access to more collateral. in,nrmation that they can rely on in

order to generate a wider range of oussible explanations for an even.

In the studies described in this section of the paper, we have argued

that children are intrinsically motivated to detect regularity and that

they also concern themselves with the process or underlying mechanism by

means of which this reoolarity occurs. To use the, terminology introduced

in the first section of this paper, children seem predisposed to became

ini?_ially engaged in those tasks that involve either questions about the

It
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waty the world is organized or questions about how the organization might

be explained. In 1.ght orchildren's self-initiated concern with the

process by which things happen, it is worth recalli - the findings, re-

ported earlier, that concern for process is not likely to be facilitated

by a motivational system that places heavy reliance on external rewards.

AchievingCausal Explanations

Given This evidence that children show a spontaneous concern for under-
,

standing the processes or underlying mechanisms by which events are brought

about; a natural question that arises is to ask about the steps or precess

that children themselves move through.as they attempt to achieve causal

explanations or descriptions of the processes by which things happen. Again;

to use theterminology introduced in the first section of this paper., what.

:an, we say about the activity or manipulatiol lac children engage in when

they become involved in a task? The studies described thus far do not

provide a very complete answer. In some of the-e studies, information about

the possible interening,mechanism was actually suggested to the child by

experimenter. In oth, studies, although the child himself initiated

a search for the intervening mechanism, the mediating connection was found

so quickly thatthere was no time tOstudy the search process. In order to

learn more about what the search process consists of, we turn to research

aimed at describing the process by which nonroutine problems are solved.

The link between searching for causal explanations and solvinT problems is

clear. Arriving at an explanation for a phenomenon is often tantamount

to solving a problem. 'Solving a problem often requires. one to learn about

the underlying mechanism that connects the various parts of _one another.

We will first focus on that step in the problem-solving process that

consists of the exploration that precedes achievement of the correct solution.

Our, information is based on problems that range from the Concrete to the ab-

stract and that include: learning how to manipulate tools in order to

4
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bring a goalpbject within reach(Hartet, 1930; Koslowski & Bruner, 1972;

Hinskaia, 1970; Richardson, 1932, 1934; Sobel, 1939; Zhukova, 3974; discover-

ing how to compute the area of a parallelogram (Wertheimer, 1959);'master-
'.

Oft

ing quadratic equations (Bruner & Kenney, 1962); devising a procedure for

eliminating an inoperable tumor (Duncker, 1940 and, riking scientific dis-
,

6veries 1926).

We would like to highlight five aspects of-pre-solution exploration:

First, pre-solution exploration must be extensive before a correct solution

can be obtained (Dunckerr, 1945; Harter, 1930; Koslowski & Bruner, 1972;

Richardson, 1932, 1934; Wallas, 1926k; Zhukova, 1970). The problem-solver

must be thoroughly familiar with various facets of the problem situation;

superficial acquaintanFe will not suffice. Thorough familiarity includes.

learning about all aspects of the problem-situation not just those that are

obviously relevant,to the solution. Second, pre-soluticin exploration of

those aspects of the situation that might constitute the means of solving

the problem sometimes actually takes precedence over attainment of the goal

(Koslowski & Bruner, 1972; Minskaia,1970;.Richaxdson, 1932, 1934; Sobel,

1939; Wallas, 1926). Pre - `solution exploration is often so consumirig that

it becomes an end in itself -- often to such an extent that the goal or aim

of the problem is actually forgotten. Notice how these first two aspects

of the problem solving process would be hindered by a, motivational system

that overemphasized the products of learning by making rewards contingent

on number of correct answers. A child in such a s 'sten would be taking a

risk by exploring` facets of the situation not obviously related to the

cori'uct answer or by exploring potential means to the exclusion of the goa;
1

The third aspect of pre-solution exploration often involves; the trans-

lation of abstract notions into concrete instances (Bruner & Kenney, 1962;

Werthei.ler, 1959); a reliance on analogies between the situation at hand and

other situations; and, a reduction (when possible) of new problems Lo other,
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more familiar,fiituations (Bruner & Kenney, 1962; Wertheimer, 1959). This

third aspect again brings to mind an issue that was ,raised earlier, viz.,

the importance of collateral information. Clearly, having access to a

large reservoir of collateral information makes it more likely that

analogies can be drawn between a current problem and other situations

and also makes it more likely that WIT will be other familiar situations

to which current prdblems can be seen as being, similar.

. An additional aspect of pre-solution exploration has to do with

a possible function of this exploration. Although the evidence is nal,

conclusive, one possibility is that exploration of the means enables

the problem solVer to discover which properties of the means are potantiallY,

useful in achieving a correct solution and'which are largely irrelevant.

For .example, 'Zio/41kin and Uzgiris (in press) had an adult model the pro-

cedure required to make an apparatus work., g&tild cif the model's movements

mre, in fact, irrelevant to achieving the correct solution.. During the

early repetitions, children imitated both the.irrelevant as well as the

relevant behaviors. H6wever, as the children came to understand for thdm-

selves how the apparatus workcd, the irrelevant behaviors were no longer

included in their repetitions. aukova (cited in.Berlyne, 1970) gave preschool

cM1drpn(3-6 years of age) the task of bringing a lure within reach by

selecting the correct c'e of a number of different_ tools -- in this case,

different kinds of 1,,ks. One group of chi,avn was given hooks of different

shapes and colors; the other, hooks of different .shapes but the same color.

Both groups of children tried out different hooks in turn, but the second

'oroup of children achiev0 carry:A solutions faster, ,presumably bec ,,use

they did not have to e.plore the irrelevant cue of color as being possibly

relev,at to correct solution.
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The final point about pre-solution exploration is that it facclitate;

achievementof the correct solutiOn only if the exploring child has already

achieved a certain age (the particular age being different for different

probleMs). One can only speculate about: why this is so. One possibility

is that, for it to be efficacious, eplorspon of the means must take

place in th, context of previobly acquired background or collateral in-

formation and that young problem solvers have not yet had a chance to

acquire th4s background. For example, to use a rotating lever'in order

to .solve kprobiem, it may well be that one needs collateral information

about rotation (e.g., that direction of rotation does not matter) in order

to benefit from exploration of the lever, per:se.

In short, the ,second phase of motivated activity,the phase that in-

voives'activity or manipulation, includes a large component of exploration

for its own sake, as an end in itself; a heavy reliante on collateral in-

formation; and a tendency to make use of analogies and previously mastered

similar, situatiens.

At present, we have little information about the third phase of mo-

tivated activity, disengagement. One reason for this is that, in most

problem solving studies, the reason for disengagement is unambiguous: The

child achieves the goal-object, whether it be a toy, the correct answer or
o

some particular level of mastery. In many real-would situations, the goal

of an activity is not as clear-cut as this. We have yet to learn what it

is that makes children be satisfied with their performance4of real-world_

tasks and their achievement of real-world goals.

the

Regarding the last phase of motivated activity, subsequent engagement;

we,bave only slightly more information. Again, it comes from the problem

solving. literature and concerns the kind of exploration that sometimes

eir7
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4

occurs after the'correct solution has al ?eady been achieved. This activity

consists of exploring the soltition itself.' For example; in a study that
.\

required children-to rotate a lever in order to bring a toy within reach

(Koslowski & Bruner, 1972), after childArillaelearned how to soiVe the

problem, they spontaneou sly began to Investigate the solution itself by:

varying. the direction in which, the ver lob rotate; varying the way, in

4'
which they positioned their hands Chile they held the,lbyer; rotating thi.

lever by pushing as well-as by pulling it; etc. In a study that rgquired

children to seriate a'set of s:ae7graded sticks from smallest to largest

(Koslowski, in preparation), children engaged in analogoUs_behaViOr. After

achieving'correct seriation,-some of the.chIldren spontaneously: varied

the order in which sticks were chosen (largest to smallest as well as small-

est to largest); varied the direction of seriation (right to left as well

as left to right); and changed from keeping the bottoms of the sticks to

keeping the tops arranged ona straight line. These variations were Often

nied by comments,such as, "Huh! It works this way, too." Lastly,

there is P-aget's observation of a child who counts, by moving clockwise,

a number of elements that have been arranged in a circle. He then counts

th same arrangement'by moving in a counter\clockwise direction. This child also

not s tha 't "works" both ways,. We,can.only guess at what children are
I

accomp ing by such exploration. One reasonable, possibility is that it

enables them to learn exactly Which aspects of:the solution are necessary,

e.g., to learn that direction of rotation or direction of seriation does

not alter, the essential outcome. A second'possibility (and one that is

not incompatibe with the.fitst) is that children use this exploration in

order to fit a new-found solution into a broader context or background:-

For example, itmay enable a child to relate his new-found knowledge of
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how elements of a set can be ieriated against-his already acquired informa
,

Lion about size, direction, etc. That is,.it may enable him to relate

newinformation to background or Collateral information -- thus making

both types of information richer and potentially more useful. Again, a

system that provided extrinsic rewards for the attainment of a product would

be likely not'to entourage exploration of the product. Such a system would

push the child to Achieve, instead, yet an additional product. There could'

be pressure to achieve yet another correct answer rather thanl'io more fully

understand the correct answer that had already been attained.

Intrinsic Interests & Capacities in the Content of Education

We'began this section ofthe paper with a question about the sorts of

intrinsic motivation and capacities that characterize the young child. If

we summarize the findings reported in this section, four general points

emerge which seem to be of ef;pecief relevance to issues in education.

First, ,children are interested in detecting and constructing-regular-

ities or patterns in the world. In addition, they concern themselves with

explanations for the underlying mechanism, or process .by which events or

outcomes are brought-about. In practice, this means that the

phase of engagement is likely to be more successful to the extent that

it holds the prospect of learning something about the way the world is

organized or about Or processes by which things happen. This also means

that problems wifh understanding an adult's explanation or way of-organizing

the world may not result solely from a failure to grasp what the adult is

saying. They'may reflect, as w01, an actual conflict between the adult's

_,ositionand the one that the child has constructed. Helping the child .41

tight require first comi_g to understand how he has organized or explained

the -world on his own. Furthermore, this tendency also means that explanations

4
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or beliefs which,, from an oduit's view, are wrong may nevertheless be

reasonable in the sense.of being warranted by the information that is ac-

tually available to (or remembered by) the child. This brings us to the

- second point, viz., the important role played by background or Collateral.

information.

False beliefs about the way the world is organized or explained need

not be instances of a lack of intellectual capacity or of faulty thinking.

They,can be, instead, what Kohler has called "good er" -- guesses or 0,tors

'I
hypothbses.which, though wrong, are nevertheless reasonable. Thus, they

might reflect the child's limited, repertoire of (and often limiifd access to)

the kind of factual information that would be required to achieve a correct

explanation. This point is imiicirtant because of its implications for edu-.

cation. If faulty thinking is the probl'n, then one type of educational

remedy is called for. If, on the other.hand, limited information is th

culprit, then the remedy ought to consist, not of fostering new ways of

thinking, but rather of providing or making available a larger body-of

--factual inforMation.
;

The third point that emerges from the above findings is the importance,

in solving nonroutine problems, of exploration of the probleatituation as

an end in itself, without simultaneously keeping the goal or end=product

in mind. We saw, in the first section, that it is exactly this sort of

exploration that is undermined by extrinsic rewards. We saw, in the studies

just described, not only how important such exploration is in achieving

correct solutions to nonroutine problems tut also that children are ade-

quately motivated to engage in this sort of exploration and are capable of

benefitting from it (assuming access to adequate background information).

This suggests that periods of exploration in which the goal seems to be

shunted to the side may not only be natural but may also be facilitative.
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